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SECTION ONE: INTRODUCTION

5IF1SJOUJOH*OEVTUSZ(PFT(SFFO
PFT(SFFO
Major market forces and economic realities
ess
are changing the way the world prints

Green printing. Sustainability. Environmental impact.
Carbon footprint.

The Scope of this White Paper

T

5IJTXIJUFQBQFSFYQMPSFTUIFTQFDJGJDFDPOPNJD
opportunities and environmental benefits of Presstek
DI ® digital offset presses. The Presstek DI press redefines
printing and integrates new innovations, which lower
its environmental impact while creating new business
opportunities, as users are quick to point out.

The prominence of this topic is causing printers to take
a closer look at green initiatives and evaluating the
cost/benefit for their businesses:

This report highlights the speciﬁc areas where
Presstek DI presses offer environmental and economic
advantages over conventional offset, digital electrophotographic (dry-toner or liquid-toner) and inkjet printing
technologies. But first, let’s take a look at the overall
industry — and deﬁne what we mean by going green.

hese concepts were all but unheard-of a decade
ago, and now they dominate much of the
discussion of the future of printing. Dozens of
industry conferences, new partnerships promoting
sustainability, white papers, webinars, and articles point
toward one clear fact—there is a groundswell of
interest in sustainability.

t4BWJOHFOFSHZ
t3FEVDJOHQBQFSXBTUF

An Overview of Market Forces

t3FEVDJOHUPYJDFNJTTJPOT

Many forces combine to inspire the strong interest in
new, more environmentally friendly approaches to
printing:

t3FMJFWJOHSFHVMBUPSZCVSEFOT
t%JTDPWFSJOHOFXXBZTUPESJWFPVUPQFSBUJPOBM
inefﬁciencies
t%JGGFSFOUJBUJOHGSPNUIFDPNQFUJUJPO
t%FMJWFSJOHJODSFNFOUBMCVTJOFTTXJUIOFXBOE
FYJTUJOHDMJFOUT
“Using green, sustainable practices has the potential
to cut the costs printers are currently facing. And if
that’s not reason enough to jump right in, consider
this: surveys suggest that consumers are paying
greater attention to the manner in which products
are produced, and some large corporations have
taken notice.”
— Gary Jones and Joe Deemer, PIA/GATF
Becoming a Green, Sustainable Printer, August 2007

t&OWJSPONFOUBMDPODFSOT The public (including
print buyers and print consumers) is increasingly
aware of printing’s environmental impact, and
JOUFSFTUFEJONJOJNJ[JOHXBTUFBOEUPYJOT5IFZSF
demanding that printers do more than simply print
on recycled paper stock—they’re looking for printers
to produce print materials in a more efficient and
sustainable manner, from start to finish.
t3JTJOHDPNNPEJUZQSJDFT Escalation of core printing
commodities such as electricity, paper, water, ink,
plates, and fuel (e.g., for shipping) put pressure on
printers to cut costs and increase efficiency.
t4IPSUFSQSJOUSVOT The ongoing demand for shorter
runs requires a rethinking of the core business model
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of selling print, new profit margin calculations, and
new marketing strategies. Today, 80 percent of fourcolor jobs are already at less than 5,000 press runs.1
t/FXFRVJQNFOUPQUJPOT Printers are rethinking the
nature of the print business—and revisiting their
core equipment base. Making the right equipment
and workflow decisions has become even more vital.
Printers are no longer simply replacing one traditional
offset press with another or adding another of the
same when additional capacity is needed. They have
other equipment options including: DI digital offset
presses, inkjet, dry toner-based and liquid toner-based
digital printing, and more. They’re looking for new
ways to compress the entire production cycle, use less
materials, and produce less waste—all while ensuring
profitability, quick turnaround and high quality. In
essence they need to ensure that they have the right
tools to cost effectively meet their customer’s requirements. The move toward environmentally friendly
printing is the latest iteration of the ongoing struggle
to drive inefficiency out of the printing process.
Equipment choices are central to this effort.
t*ODSFBTFEDPNQFUJUJPO Printers are under increased
competitive pressure, and are looking for new ways to
serve their customers, who are more environmentally
aware than ever.
t3FHVMBUJPOTMFHJTMBUJPO CO2 legislation is becoming
mainstream in Europe. In North America, there are
certain geographies that are enforcing environmental
SVMFTBOESFHVMBUJPOT0OFFYBNQMFJTUIF$BMJGPSOJB
4PVUI$PBTU"JS2VBMJUZ.BOBHFNFOU%JTUSJDU3VMF
1171 that dramatically reduces emissions—from 650
grams to 100 grams of VOC per liter—for all of
Orange County and the urban portions of Los Angeles,
3JWFSTJEFBOE4BO#FSOBSEJOPDPVOUJFT
These forces are not necessarily a threat to today’s
printers. They’re simply part of the ever-evolving
printing marketplace. Innovative leaders are turning
these forces to their advantage, creating new, viable
business models based on these economic and environmental realities.

What Do We Mean by “Going Green”?
The overwhelming amount of information about
printing and its environmental impact has led to a
great deal of confusion among print buyers, difficult-toprove claims by vendors, and an overall murkiness in
the industry dialog. What does environmental sustainability or “going green” really mean? When print
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buyers want to specify green printing, what are they
really asking for?
For our purposes, we define going green as redefining
printing and its related processes.
t7PMBUJMF0SHBOJD$PNQPVOET 70$T  Minimize
PSFMJNJOBUFDIFNJTUSZVTBHFBOEPUIFSUPYJDCZ
products from the prepress and printing production
process, including spent chemistry and chemically
tainted wastewater from chemistry-based platesetting,
conventional offset printing wastewater, fountain
solution, roller wash and blanket wash, as well as
hazardous toner-based waste materials.
t3FEVDFTPMJEXBTUFUPMBOEmMMBOECFUUFSVUJMJ[F
SFTPVSDFTDPOTFSWFQBQFS FMFDUSJDJUZ XBUFS 
QIZTJDBMBOEFOWJSPONFOUBMGPPUQSJOU
Use recycled paper
3FEVDFQSPEVDUJPOXBTUFJF NBLFSFBEZ
paper waste
Create materials in usable quantities, reducing waste
at the customer level
Eliminate water usage for prepress and print
production
4USFBNMJOFUIFBNPVOUPGSFRVJSFEFRVJQNFOU
for reduced environmental impact and more
efﬁcient space utilization
In short, sustainability has to encompass the entire
printing continuum, including the core materials you
buy (i.e., inks, paper), the printing process, the overall
facilities where you print, and the life cycle of the
printed piece. Actions to achieve sustainability can be
summarized in these words: remove, reduce, recover
and recycle.

Concerns About Cost
Despite the forces pointing toward greener printing
processes, many printers feel that green printing is
JOIFSFOUMZNPSFFYQFOTJWF*OGBDU BSFDFOUTVSWFZCZ
*OGP5SFOETEJTDPWFSFEUIBUFYQFOTFXBTDJUFEBTUIF
most common reason for not choosing to investigate
green printing.2 In short, going green is perceived as
requiring more green—more investment of capital,
IJHIFSFYQFOTFT BOENPSFUJNFDPNNJUNFOU
*OUIFOFYUTFDUJPO XFMMEJTQFMUIJTQFSDFQUJPOCZ
taking a closer look at Presstek’s DI digital offset presses
and their environmental and economic strengths.

Presstek DI digital offset presses not only reduce material
consumption and waste for printers, they provide print buyers
with an opportunity to make environmentally-sustainable
purchasing choices without compromising quality.

Deﬁnitions:
Key terms used in this white paper
Carbon Footprint: A measure of the impact human
activities have on the environment in terms of the amount
of green house gases produced, measured in units of
carbon dioxide. It is meant to be a useful metric for
individuals and organizations as they conceptualize their
personal (or organizational) impact on global warming.3
Chain of Custody (CoC ):"USBDLJOHBOEDFSUJmDBUJPO
system for products made of pulp or paper that ensures
that these products are created with sustainable practices.
5IFFOEQSPEVDUJTUSBDLFEGSPNUIFJSPSJHJOUISPVHIBMM
phases of ownership, processing and transportation to the
FOEDPOTVNFS*UBMTPUBLFTJOUPBDDPVOUUIFFOWJSPONFOU 
the people and communities that depend on the forest for
UIFJSMJWFMJIPPE5IF$P$MPHPJTPGUFOJODMVEFEPOUIFmOBM
QSJOUFETIFFUUPWFSJGZUIFDMBJNTGPSDFSUJmFEPSSFDZDMFE
content. There are different agencies; with slightly different
approaches to CoC standards, such as: Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC), Sustainable Forest Initiative (SFI), Programme
GPSUIF&OEPSTFNFOUPG'PSFTU$FSUJmDBUJPOTDIFNFT 1&'$ 
CoC standards, and generic CoC standards such as the
PricewaterhouseCoopers CoC.
Deinkability: Before printed paper can be processed into
recycled graphical paper grades, and to sustain the
POHPJOHTVQQMZPGRVBMJUZSFDZDMFETUPDL JOLTBOEUPOFST
NVTUCFFBTJMZSFNPWFEGSPNUIFQBQFS4PNFJOLTBOE
UPOFSTBSFNPSFEJGmDVMUUPSFNPWFUIBOPUIFST3FNPWBM
EJGmDVMUJFTDBOSFTVMUJOQPPSRVBMJUZPSVOVTBCMFSFDZDMFE
TUPDL BOEFOMBSHFTUIFSFDZDMJOHQSPDFTTDBSCPOGPPUQSJOU

CZJODSFBTJOHUIFFOFSHZ DIFNJTUSZBOEmCFSDPOTVNFEJO
UIFSFDZDMFEQBQFSNBLJOHQSPDFTT4
Digital Electrophotographic Presses: This term will be
used to refer to production volume color devices, which
utilize either dry-toner or liquid-toner (sometimes referred
UPBTMJRVJEJOL BTUIFJSQSJOUJOHNFEJVN*OUIJTQBQFSXF
will refer to them as “digital electrophotographic” presses
to distinguish them from “digital offset” presses, which
BSFEJHJUBMQSFTTFTUIBUFNQMPZXBUFSMFTTPGGTFUJOLTBTUIFJS
printing medium.
Post-Consumer Materials/Waste: Use of materials or
mOJTIFEQSPEVDUTUIBUIBWFTFSWFEUIFJSJOUFOEFEVTFBOE
have been diverted or recovered from waste destined for
disposal, having completed their lives as consumer items.
Post-consumer materials are part of the broader category
of recovered materials.
Sustainability: The ability to achieve continuing economic
prosperity while protecting the natural systems of the
planet and providing a high-quality of life for people.5
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs): Any organic
(carbon-containing) compound that evaporates readily to
UIFBUNPTQIFSFBUSPPNUFNQFSBUVSF70$TBSFTJHOJmDBOU
contributors to ozone depletion, global warming, smog,
BOEIFBMUIJTTVFT70$TJOQSJOUJOHJODMVEFQMBUFNBLJOH
DIFNJTUSZTPMWFOUCBTFEQSFTT SPMMFSBOECMBOLFUXBTI
TPMVUJPOTQFUSPMFVNCBTFEPGGTFUJOLTBOEUPOFSCBTFE
NBUFSJBMT JODMVEJOHMJRVJEUPOFSJOLTBOEJNBHJOHPJM
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SECTION TWO: PRESSTEK DI PRESSES

1SFTTUFL%* %JHJUBM0GGTFU1SFTTFT
FU1SFTTFT
®

A closer look at their key environmental
and economic advantages

“We have been able to secure additional business
from clients who require environmentally friendly
printing, including a 50 percent increase in business
from an existing client who has been thrilled to be
able to take advantage of the environmental beneﬁts
of the Presstek DI press and its accompanying high
quality printing.”

P

— Gottfried Hildenbrand, General Manager,
Swiss Print International, Toronto ON, Canada

resstek DI presses (Presstek 52DI and Presstek
34DI) are highly automated four-color digital
offset printing presses that offer signiﬁcant
beneﬁts over conventional offset and electrophotographic (liquid-toner or dry-toner) digital printing
solutions. Presstek DI users know its core advantages
well —easy to use and easy to integrate into a digital
workﬂow, highly automated, lower cost short run
superior-quality printing (up to 300 lpi and FM
screening), on-press chemistry-free platemaking,
waterless operation that eliminates the need for
GPVOUBJOTPMVUJPO BOEmOBMSFTVMUTUIBUFYDFFEUIF
FYQFDUBUJPOTPGFWFOUIFNPTUDSJUJDBMDVTUPNFS
And they also appreciate the many environmentally
friendly innovations of Presstek DI presses—which
reduce environmental impact and offer signiﬁcant
bottom-line advantages.
Here we take a look at the areas where the Presstek DI
press combines environmental and economic beneﬁts.

1. Chemistry-free Platemaking
Chemistry-based platemaking is
widely acknowledged as a major
source of VOCs and waste within
the printing process. Plates, plate
processing chemistry and other
related materials (e.g., gum) all
DPOUSJCVUFUPBDPNQMFY UPYJO
IFBWZQSPDFTTSJGFXJUIXBTUFT'PSFYBNQMF JOEVTUSZ
data compiled by J Zarwan Partners indicates that
worldwide more than 31 million gallons of chemistry
are used to process printing plates every year.6 Plus,
chemistry-based platemaking requires water for plate
processing, introducing another source of water-based
UPYJOTBOEXBTUF5IJTNFUIPEPGQMBUFNBLJOHBMTP
takes an economic toll with associated costs for the
purchasing, storage, disposal and reporting of
chemistry and its related wastes.
The on-press thermal plate imaging design of DI
presses eliminates the need for chemical plate
processing, film-based platemaking, separate offline
CTP system used for plate imaging/developing and the
water associated with each of these processes. Plates are
imaged simultaneously and in precise register right on
the DI press via a reliable, highly accurate thermal laser
imaging process.

Environmental Advantages
Presstek DI:
t&MJNJOBUFTDIFNJTUSZCBTFEQMBUFNBLJOHXJUIJUT
associated chemistry and waste (including waste
water) and VOCs — a major environmental advantage
t3FEVDFTSFNBLFXBTUFEVFUPFSSPSTXJUIBVUPNBUFE
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simultaneous chemistry-free on-press platemaking
versus the variable-laden chemical process of imaging
plates off-press and then manually having to mount
them on the press.
t3FEVDFTGPPUQSJOUCZOPUSFRVJSJOHPGGMJOFFRVJQNFOU
for platemaking and plate processing

3FEVDJOHSFNBLFTEVFUPJNQSPWFEBDDVSBDZBOE
better registration
Minimizing time between changeover
t%JTQFOTFTXJUIUIFOFFEGPSBTQFDJBMMJHIUJOH
environment with daylight-safe plate handling
and imaging
t5JNFTBWJOHTNFBOTQSJOUJOHNPSFKPCTJOMFTTUJNF

Economic Advantages
Presstek DI eliminates a complete, major, and laborintensive step from the printing process, which offers
TJHOJmDBOUCPUUPNMJOFCFOFGJUTMPXFSTPWFSIFBEBOE
boosts productivity via streamlined workﬂow and
better utilization of staff:
t&MJNJOBUFTUIFDBQJUBMDPTUT QVSDIBTJOH TUPSJOH 
disposing and reporting) of platemaking chemistry
and other materials
t&MJNJOBUFTUIFDPTUPGVTJOHQMBUFNBLJOHDIFNJTUSZ
(see Figure 1)
t"VUPNBUFEQMBUFNBLJOHSFEVDFTUJNFBOENBUFSJBM
costs by:
Increasing labor efficiency by eliminating the
manual production steps and need for skilled
platemaking personnel

“Our Presstek DI helped us get rid of the 8 gallons
of chemicals used monthly with traditional
offset presses.”
— Randy Herron, President, Herron Printing &
Graphics, Gaithersburg, Maryland

“We can print a job on the Presstek DI in the same
amount of time it takes to make a set of plates for
our traditional offset press. That makes all the
difference because our customers know that they
can come to us with last minute jobs and we can turn
them around in short time while others cannot.”
— Jonathan Bradley, Partner,
Rich Print, Worcester, UK

Figure 1. Lost Material Value* of Platemaking Chemistry:
Conventional Offset Press vs. Presstek DI Digital Offset Press
Heidelberg Speedmaster 74
Conventional Offset Press

Printing Technology:

Total Waste
Quantity
(kg)

Presstek DI Digital
Offset Press

Lost Material
Value
($US)

Total Waste
Quantity
(kg)

Lost
Material
Value ($US)

Short Run:
500 lettersize pages

Long Run:
3,000 lettersize pages

Short Run:
500 lettersize pages

Long Run:
3,000 lettersize pages

Any Run
Length

Any Run
Length

a. Developer waste

0.380 kg

0.380 kg

$3.66

$3.66

0

$0.00

b. Replenisher waste

0.383 kg

0.383 kg

$4.02

$4.02

0

$0.00

c. Finisher/gum waste

0.264 kg

0.264 kg

$2.00

$2.00

0

$0.00

$9.68

$9.68

0

$0.00

Platemaking chemistry
waste costs:

Total cost of platemaking
chemistry on average per
job (not including plates):

Source for conventional offset data is based on a case study conducted by the Printing Industry Center at RIT and documented in: A Comparative Study of the
Environmental Aspects of Lithographic and Digital Printing Processes, A Research Monograph of the Printing Industry Center at RIT; No. PICRM-2005-01, May 2008.
* Lost material value is the value of materials used to produce the printed piece (one set of plates) in this case study. Calculations based on average usage over 3-month
QFSJPE5IFQSJOUFEUFTUmMFXBTEFTJHOFEGPSIFBWZDPWFSBHFJODMVEFEJNBHFTUIBUEFNPOTUSBUFSFOEFSJOHPGmOFEFUBJMBOEUPOBMHSBEBUJPOT BMPOHXJUITUBOEBSERVBMJUZ
measurement targets: grayscale, solids, etc.
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2. Waterless Printing
Conventional offset printing
presses use signiﬁcant amounts
of chemistry and water for the
press dampening system. The
dampening system employs
fountain solution which produces
a volume of VOCs.
Presstek’s DI waterless press design does not use a
dampening system, which eliminates the need for both
fountain solution and water. This significantly reduces
the environmental impact of the printing process.
In fact, recent testing determined that waterless
printing alone reduces VOCs by 75 percent compared
to conventional printing environments.7
3FEVDJOH70$TJTOUUIFPOMZFOWJSPONFOUBMDPOTJEFSBUJPOXBUFSVTFJTBHSPXJOHJOUFSOBUJPOBMFOWJSPOmental issue, and a major concern for printers, particuMBSMZUIPTFJOBSFBTXIFSFXBUFSJTTDBSDF FYQFOTJWF 
or highly regulated. The August 2006 United Nations
Water Thematic Issues report, Coping with the Scarcity
of Water, speaks to the importance of maintaining and
preserving our water supply and projects that 1.8 billion

people will be living in countries or regions with
absolute water scarcity by 2025 if water use continues
at its current rate.
The DI’s waterless press design also improves press
efﬁciency, print quality, and operating costs. There
is no need to constantly manage ink/water balance,
XIJDISFTVMUTJOUIFQSFTTDPNJOHVQUPDPMPSRVJDLMZ
producing sellable color within 20 sheets and maintaining color consistency throughout the run. In
addition, waterless printing combined with the DI’s
on-press thermal plate imaging results in sharp dots
and easily produces 300 lpi and FM screening. Other
beneﬁts include reduced drying time and better quality
XJUIBOFYQBOEFEDPMPSHBNVUUIBUPGGFSTBQFSDFOU
larger color space and 20 percent higher average ink
densities achieving better color saturation as compared
to conventional offset.

Environmental Advantages
Presstek DI:
t3FEVDFT70$TCZQFSDFOUXJUI%*TXBUFSMFTTQSFTT
design versus conventional printing environments 8
t1SFTFSWFTXBUFS

Figure 2. Fountain Waste Disposal Cost for Conventional Offset Press
vs. Presstek DI Digital Offset Press
Heidelberg Speedmaster 74
Conventional Offset Press

Printing Technology:

Total Waste
Quantity
(kg)
Waste Category —
Fountain waste disposal:

Presstek DI Digital
Offset Press

Waste Disposal
Cost
($US)

Total Waste
Quantity
(kg)

Waste
Disposal
Cost ($US)

Short Run:
500

Long Run:
3,000

Short Run:
500

Long Run:
3,000

Any Run
Length

Any Run
Length

a. Fountain concentrate
waste

0.097 kg

0.118 kg

$ 0.44

$ 0.54

0

$0.00

b. Fountain substitute

0.085 kg

0.103 kg

$ 0.39

$ 0.47

0

$0.00

c. Wastewater

3.782 kg

4.585 kg

$ 17. 26

$ 21.11

0

$0.00

Total cost per job

$18.09

$22.12

Total disposal cost
per useable sheet

$ 0.04

$ 0.01

Source for conventional offset data: A Comparative Study of the Environmental Aspects of Lithographic and Digital Printing Processes,
A Research Monograph of the Printing Industry Center at RIT; No. PICRM-2005-01, May 2008.
3FDJSDVMBUJPOPGGPVOUBJOTPMVUJPOXBTOPUUBLFOJOUPDPOTJEFSBUJPO8BTUFEJTQPTBMDPTUTXFSFDBMDVMBUFECZNVMUJQMZJOHUIF
waste quantities by unit costs for the corresponding waste disposal methods.
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$0.00
0

$0.00

t&MJNJOBUFTDIFNJDBMMZUBJOUFEXBTUFXBUFSHFOFSBUFE
by traditional offset presses and keeps this chemically
tainted water out of the water treatment system
t1SPWJEFTBUSVMZXBUFSMFTTQSJOUJOHQSPDFTT /PUBMM
“waterless” printing processes eliminate chemistrybased platemaking, which also relies on water and
introduces VOCs to the printing process.)

“Our customers ask for waterless printing, but the
Presstek DI goes beyond waterless to eliminate
chemistry-based platemaking and all of its materials
and waste. Our DI press creates less toxins and waste,
consumes less energy, and provides the high quality
and fast speeds that let us be more proﬁtable.”
— Sal Indovina, President, MacLaser Printing,
Mississauga, ON, Canada

t*NQSPWFTFNQMPZFFXPSLJOHDPOEJUJPOT
t4JHOJmDBOUMZSFEVDFTQBQFSXBTUFXJUIFGmDJFOU
makeready and consistent color quality

Economic Advantages
Presstek DI:

“As for our Presstek DI, the fact that we don’t have
to buy and dispose of chemicals is invaluable; and
fast drying without solvents means faster ﬁnishing
and delivery.”
— Javed Dadabhoy, Owner, Neon Graphics,
Walthamstow, East London, UK

t&MJNJOBUFTUIFUJNFBOEFYQFOTFPGQVSDIBTJOH 
storing and disposing of fountain solution and
associated wastewater
t4BWFTPOUIFEJTQPTBMDPTUPGUIFGPVOUBJOXBTUF
associated with conventional printing. DI presses
can deliver an average savings of up to 4 cents for
every sellable sheet per 3,000 run length as compared
to a conventional press that is not recirculating its
fountain solution (see Figure 2)
t-PXFSTSFHVMBUPSZCVSEFO
t-PXFSTXBUFSCJMMT
t'SFFTVQUIFQSFTTPQFSBUPSGSPNIBWJOHUPNBJOUBJO
UIFTVCUMFCBMBODFCFUXFFOXBUFSBOEJOLBMPOHXJUI
easier overall press maintenance
t&OBCMFTHFUUJOHNPSFKPCTPVUJOMFTTUJNFXJUIGBTUFS
makeready (no ink/water balance issues) and faster
drying inks
t4BWFTPONBUFSJBMDPTUTQFSKPCSFEVDFTQBQFSXBTUF
by coming up to color quickly
t)PMETDPMPSDPOTJTUFODZPWFSUIFFOUJSFSVO
t%SJWFTNPSFCVTJOFTTXJUITVQFSJPSRVBMJUZDPMPS
t*ODSFBTFTCVTJOFTTBDDPSEJOHUP*OGP5SFOET *OD
4FQUFNCFSTVSWFZ 9
80 percent of DI users surveyed cite that they
brought in new customers or are winning customers
GSPNUIFJSDPNQFUJUJPOCBTFEPOUIFFYQBOEFE
capabilities offered by DI presses
t&MJNJOBUFTUIFFYQFOTFPGJOTUBMMJOHQMVNCJOHGPS
DI presses
t$SFBUFTCVTJOFTTPQQPSUVOJUJFTXJUIQSJOUCVZFSTXIP
have environmental mandates and concerns

3. Automated Blanket and Roller Wash
Conventional offset presses use
solvents to wash printing blankets
and to perform other press
NBJOUFOBODFJODMVEJOHSPMMFS
washing. These solvents —
primarily different types of
alcohol substitutes — are major
contributors to the VOCs created during printing.
Are digital electrophotographic presses the environmental cure-all? Not necessarily. These devices
generate a volume of solid waste that requires disposal.
For instance, liquid-toner solid waste includes blankets,
impression film and photo imaging plate (PIP)
replacements.10 There are also toner cartridges and toner
CPUUMFTUIBUOFFEUPCFEJTQPTFEPG4PNFUPOFSTDPOUBJO
hazardous substances and the cartridges must be treated
as hazardous waste.
Presstek DI digital offset presses, like any other offset
press, require blanket and ink roller cleaning. However,
the washing is automated, which reduces waste and cost.
The Presstek 52DI uses cloths mounted on-press as part
of the automated blanket wash system. These cloths are
impregnated with blanket wash, controlling the amount
of wash used. In addition, what was once a manual
process now happens with the push of a button.

Environmental Advantages
Presstek DI:
tQFSDFOUSFEVDUJPOJOCMBOLFUXBTIJTDJUFECZ%*
customers
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t-PX70$CMBOLFUXBTITPMWFOUTDBOCFVTFE 
including types that contain no more than 100 grams
of VOC per liter
t.JOJNJ[FTXBTIBNPVOUVTFECZFMJNJOBUJOHNBOVBM
intervention through automated washing of ink
rollers and blankets

Economic Advantages
Presstek DI:
t'BTUFS TJNQMFSBVUPNBUFEQSPDFTTTBWFTUJNFBOE
money by streamlining the makeready and
changeover process
t3FEVDFTXBTUFUPEJTQPTFPG BOEQBZGPS 
t-PXFSTMBCPSDPTUT
t-PXFSTNBJOUFOBODF BOEDPTUPGNBJOUFOBODF
t6TFTTJHOJmDBOUMZMFTTNBUFSJBMT TVDIBTQFSDFOU
less blanket wash

“Our estimates indicate that with our Presstek DI press,
we’ve seen an 80 percent reduction in blanket wash.”
 3JDL8JMTPO 0XOFS 5IF$3/(SPVQ 
Calgary, AB, Canada

“The Presstek DI has eliminated the need for chemical
developers. There are no toxic chemicals to store,
and we have less waste to dispose of.”
 3FOÏ$POTUBOUJO $PGPVOEFS +JNQSJNF 
Plérin, France

“Waterless offset lithographic presses have taken the
industry into a new era of low VOC emissions.”
— RIT Printing Industry Center Research
Monograph, A Comparative Study of the
Environmental Aspects of Lithographic and
Digital Printing Processes

“Obviously, removing the dampening system from
the press and eliminating the need for the toxic
substances found in blanket wash solutions will not
only ease the burden on our air, soil and water, it
will help protect our most precious natural resource:
Mankind.”
— Waterless Printing Association
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4. Ink/Toner
The inks or toners used during
printing are a major element
of the process, and must be
considered from several key
perspectives. Are they created
from sustainable materials?
Do the inks or toners introduce
UPYJOTJOUPUIFFOWJSPONFOU 
The lithographic (or conventional offset) process has
traditionally used petroleum-based inks, which are not
environmentally friendly. However, digital electrophotographic printing may not always leave a smaller
“environmental footprint” than offset technologies
either. The inks and imaging oil are the major VOC
contributors in liquid-toner presses. The VOCs from
the imaging oil in these devices can be reduced to a
certain degree with recirculation.
However, there are other choices that can further
reduce VOC emissions. For instance, Presstek DI
EJHJUBMPGGTFUQSFTTFTQSPWJEFUIFnFYJCJMJUZUPVTFB
wide range of waterless offset inks, including vegetablebased (i.e. linseed oil), and other types of sustainable
inks. According to the Waterless Printing Association,
vegetable-based inks eliminate almost all of the VOCs
in waterless ink, and some ink manufacturers claim
that there is less than 1 percent VOCs in vegetablebased ink.
Plus, Presstek DI press’ automatic ink key setting
feature provides additional environmental and
economic beneﬁts. During on-press plate imaging,
the ink coverage is calculated for each ink zone. This
information is sent to the DI’s color console, where
each ink fountain key is automatically adjusted
according to the ink key curves. The ink fountains use
a segmented ink key system, allowing for precise color
control. The ease of ink volume set up dramatically
reduces press set up and waste sheets. Paper and ink
waste are minimized, which effectively increases the
proﬁtability on each job.
As discussed previously, there are additional beneﬁts
UPUIFXBUFSMFTTJOLQSJOUJOHQSPDFTTTVDIBTGBTU
NBLFSFBEZ FYDFMMFOUDPMPSRVBMJUZBOEDPOTJTUFODZ 
and quicker drying times versus conventional
offset inks.

Environmental Advantages
Presstek DI:
t&OBCMFTVTFPGWFHFUBCMFCBTFEXBUFSMFTTPGGTFUJOLT
BOEPUIFSiSFOFXBCMFwJOLTSFEVDJOHUPYJOTJOUIF
waste stream
t1SPWJEFTBMFTTUPYJDNFUIPEGPSQSJOUJOHWFSTVT70$
emissions from traditional petroleum-based offset or
liquid-toner digital printing methods
t'BTUFSNBLFSFBEZNFBOTMFTTNBLFSFBEZXBTUF XIJDI
reduces paper and ink usage

Economic Advantages
Presstek DI:
t&MJNJOBUFTUIFFYQFOTFPGIB[BSEPVTJOLXBTUF
disposal
t%FMJWFSTNPSFKPCTJOMFTTUJNF EVFUPGBTUESZJOH
waterless inks vs. conventional offset inks
t1SPEVDFTIJHIRVBMJUZ IJHIWBMVFQSJOUJOH TJODF
its color space is 20 percent larger and average ink
densities are 20 percent higher vs. conventional
offset 11
t&OBCMFTIJHIFSRVBMJUZQSJOUJOHXJUIWFHFUBCMFCBTFE
inks, which perform better with waterless presses
than conventional presses
t*ODSFBTFTQSPEVDUJWJUZ FWFOXJUIMFTTTLJMMFEXPSLFST 
due to DI’s automated ink key setting feature. This
feature is normally associated with larger format
presses at a much higher price point.
t&YQBOETDBQBCJMJUJFTCZQSJOUJOHDPOTJTUFOU IJHI
quality on a wide range of substrates—from 0.06 mm
to 0.5 mm thick (including recycled paper), as
compared to a toner-based device or conventional
press

“Waterless inks on our Presstek DI press have several
advantages. In addition to reducing our water
consumption, the printed product dries faster and
the color quality is better, more vivid.”
— Bill McCutchen, Partner, SouthPrint of
Georgia, Alpharetta, Georgia (U.S.)

“The Presstek DI’s environmental credentials and
waterless printing has helped us win work and will
no doubt continue to do so as more companies
demand ‘green’ solutions.”
— Jonathan Bradley, Partner, Rich Print,
Worcester, UK

5. Paper
Paper manufacturing relies on
energy, forests, and water, so the
choice of paper and the efﬁciency
of its use can have a major impact
on the environment. Choosing
recycled or renewable paper stocks
is often the ﬁrst move toward
green printing. Another important step is to reduce the
amount of paper waste.
It is a known fact, that conventional presses generate
makeready waste during press setup. In addition, print
buyers will typically order more than they need to
get a better price on the job. As for digital toner-based
presses, it is assumed that they generate minimal or no
makeready paper waste in setup and minimize overruns with short-run print-on-demand economics.
However, they do generate some paper for setup and
have been found to waste a volume of paper in routine
and non-routine digital printing maintenance.12
As for paper choice, digital electrophotographic presses
require speciﬁc paper choices/substrates. “Paper used
in digital electrophotographic printing requires more
FYBDUJOHUPMFSBODFTGPSDIFNJDBMDPNQPTJUJPO TQBUJBM
distribution and thickness uniformity than those papers
used in other printing processes.”13 Conventional offset
presses are restricted to the substrates that can tolerate
traveling from tower to tower.
Whereas, Presstek DI presses with their central
impression cylinder can accommodate a wider range
of paper stocks — from recycled substrates to onion
skin to heavy card stock and synthetics — offering
HSFBUFSnFYJCJMJUZPGDIPJDFXJUIUIFSBOHFPGSFDZDMFE
substrates on the market.
*OBEEJUJPO %*QSFTTFTVTFTQBQFSFYUSFNFMZFGmDJFOUMZ 
including very short makeready times. Precise
registration is easily achieved by Presstek’s ProFire
&YDFMMBTFSJNBHJOHUFDIOPMPHZ DPNCJOFEXJUIB
central impression cylinder and single gripper system
using Zero Transfer Printing process — where all four
colors are laid down onto the sheet without any sheet
transfer between grippers. In fact, the efﬁciency of the
Presstek DI digital offset press delivers a 50 percent cost
savings on average per letter-size page when compared
to a production volume toner-based digital equipment,
according to InfoTrends U.S. Print On Demand Market
Forecast: 2005-2010. InfoTrends also found that job
proﬁtability is more than 13 percent higher on a DI
press compared to conventional offset.
www.presstek.com t1SFTTUFL%* ® Environmental/Economic White Paper
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Percentage of Paper

Figure 3. Paper Waste vs. Sellable Print
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Source of data for conventional offset (Heidelberg Speemaster 74) and digital liquid-toner (Indigo 3000) presses: A Comparative Study of the Environmental
Aspects of Lithographic and Digital Printing Processes, A Research Monograph of the Printing Industry Center at RIT; No. PICRM-2005-01, May 2008.
Note: the digital liquid-toner long run is based on an estimate due to repeated paper jams that occurred during the long run. The device was not serviced during
the testing, so an estimate was determined based on the short run waste volume.

Environmental Advantages
Presstek DI:
t$SFBUFTMFTTXBTUFCZVTJOHQBQFSNPSFFGmDJFOUMZ
delivering sellable color in 20 sheets or less
(see Figure 3)
DI: 96 percent of the paper utilized is sellable at 500
JNQSFTTJPOTQFSDFOUGPS JNQSFTTJPOT
Digital liquid-toner device: uses 1–4 percent more
paper than a DI press to achieve sellable color
Conventional offset presses can use up to almost
4 times more paper than DI to achieve sellable color
for print runs of 500 and 1.3 times more for 3,000
impressions
t&MJNJOBUFTPWFSSVOQBQFSXBTUFBOEJUTSFRVJSFE
floor space storage by printing on an “as needed”
basis with economical run length quantities as low
as 250
t$BOVTFSBOHFPGTVCTUSBUFT JODMVEJOHSFDZDMFE
stocks, chain-of-custody (CoC) paper, etc.

Economic Advantages
Presstek DI:
t-PXFSTPWFSBMMQBQFSDPTUTEVFUPGBTUFSNBLFSFBEZ 
delivering sellable color in 20 sheets or less, whether
it is a short run or longer run job
10
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t3FEVDFTPQFSBUPSUJNFBEKVTUJOHSFHJTUSBUJPO
compared to conventional offset
t&MJNJOBUFTUIFDPTUPGTQFDJBMQSPQSJFUBSZQBQFS
t&YQBOETTFSWJDFTUIBUDBOCFPGGFSFEXJUIXJEFSSBOHF
of substrate choices
t4BWFTPOTUPSBHFDPTUTPGQSJOUPWFSSVOTBOE
QSFQSJOUFETIFMMTCZQSJOUJOHiBTOFFEFEwXJUIUIF
DI’s fast turnaround, low cost per page
t&OBCMFTPOEFNBOE KVTUJOUJNFQSJOUJOHJOBO
automated digital workflow, and efficient Web-toprint service offerings

“The cost of paper can account for 22 percent of a
printer’s sales revenue.”
 1*"("5'TNavigating Print Markets
in 2007-2008

6. Deinkability of Printed Matter
Printing on recycled paper is a
responsible step in the right
direction for conserving our
resources. However, the manufacturing of recycled paper from
post-consumer waste depends on
the success of the deinking
process. The paper mill must be able to remove the
ink from the paper in order to produce recycled paper.
This is true for recycling virgin ﬁber or previously
recycled stock. In order to sustain the on-going supply
of quality recycled stock, inks and toners must be
easily removed from the paper.
Offset inks and dry toners can generally be deinked
without difﬁculty. Inkjet or liquid-toner printing
processes are not generally suitable for deinking,
according to the International Association of the
Deinking Industry (INGEDE).14 The inkjet inks and
liquid inks cannot be removed during the recycling
process. The INGEDE cautions that inkjet and liquid
inks should not be used for longer print runs such as
newspapers, magazines, direct mail or inserts.15

Environmental Advantages
Presstek DI:
t1SJOUTPOSFDZDMFEQBQFS
t6UJMJ[FTXBUFSMFTTPGGTFUJOLTXIJDIFOBCMFTEFJOLJOH
of printed materials

Economic Advantages
Presstek DI:
t&OBCMFTOFXCVTJOFTTPQQPSUVOJUJFT FTQFDJBMMZXJUI
clients who have environmental concerns or
requirements

“[We] recommend not to invest in liquid toner or
inkjet technologies for production unless the
deinkability questions have been solved.” 16
— March 2008, INGEDE press release entitled,
i%SZUPOFSTGBSCFUUFSEFJOLBCJMJUZUIBOMJRVJE
toner; Incorrect claims in HP brochure at drupa”

“Direct mail or newspapers printed with inkjet act
like a sponge full of ink—and even in small amounts
this kind of printed product can cause the system of
graphic paper recycling to collapse. Even a single
[establishment] investing in this kind of equipment
could severely harm paper recycling all over Europe.” 17
 "YFM'JTDIFS 1SFTT0GmDFS *OUFSOBUJPOBM"TTPDJBUJPO
PGUIF%FJOLJOH*OEVTUSZ */(&%&

Presstek: Green from the Start

W

IFOCVZJOHQBQFS QSJOUFSTOPXUBLFBMPPL

*UTRVJFU FGmDJFOU BOETQPUMFTTi8FWFEFTJHOFEBMMPG

at its origins to determine whether it was

our manufacturing processes to have minimal emissions

created in a responsible,

associated with them,” says Steve Degon,

sustainable manner. Key press equipment

XIPMFBET1SFTTUFLTQMBUFNBOVGBDUVSJOH

merits the same level of scrutiny. After all,

operation. Any VOCs created during the

a seemingly environmentally friendly press

manufacturing process are turned into heat

might appear less so if the manufacturing

that, in turn, fuels the emission reduction

process that created it also created tons of

QSPDFTTBSFNBSLBCMZTFMGQFSQFUVBUJOH 

waste, VOCs, and wastewater.

environmentally friendly innovation. All

7JTJUPSTUP1SFTTUFLTTUBUFPGUIFBSU
150,000-square-foot DI plate manufacturing
GBDJMJUZJO)VETPO /FX)BNQTIJSFRVJDLMZ
notice that this is not a traditional operation.

aluminum, polyester, and paper scrap is
recycled. And all water used in the facility is
DBQUVSFEJOBOBRVFPVTIPMEJOHUBOLBOEJT
sent out to be recycled.

www.presstek.com t1SFTTUFL%* ® Environmental/Economic White Paper
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7. Footprint

Environmental Advantages
Presstek DI:

The integration of automated
chemistry-free platemaking into
the Presstek DI waterless press
design provides an all-in-one
compact footprint, which is
smaller than a comparable
conventional four-color press
with its associated platemaker and processor.

t.PSFFGGJDJFOUVTFPGTQBDFXJUIBMNPTUQFSDFOU
smaller footprint than a comparable conventional
four-color press with its associated platemaker and
processor (see Figure 4)
t3FEVDFTFYQFOEJUVSFPGMBCPS NBUFSJBMTBOEFOFSHZ
(fuel) to maintain as compared to a digital electrophotographic press

5IJTDPNQBDUOFTTFYUFOETJOUPUIFDBSCPOGPPUQSJOUPG
the DI press when it comes to the maintenance of the
press as compared to a production volume digital
electophotographic (dry-toner or liquid-toner) color
press. On average, it costs almost 6 times more to
service a production digital electrophotographic press
than it does a Presstek DI press, according to InfoTrends
U.S. Print on Demand Market Forecast: 2006-2011.
This leads one to believe that either the manufacturers
of digital electrophotographic presses can command
5.7 times higher service fees, or it indicates that digital
electrophotographic presses require a lot more
maintenance than DI presses. More maintenance
correlates to more labor, materials and energy (fuel)
FYQFOEFEUPQSPWJEFUIJTMFWFMPGTVQQPSU

Economic Advantages
Presstek DI:
t$PTUTUJNFTMFTT POBWFSBHF UPTFSWJDFUIBOB
high volume digital electrophotographic color press 18
t'SFFTVQBMNPTUQFSDFOUNPSFGMPPSTQBDFUIBO
conventional press with associated platemaker and
processor
“The Presstek DI ﬁt easily into our facility, which is
located in a prime downtown area. A larger machine
would have forced us to move to a new location.”
 )BSSZ,ÚSCFS 1BSUOFS "MUTUBEU%SVDL(NC) 
3PTUPDL (FSNBOZ

Figure 4. Presstek DI Presses: More Efﬁcient Use of Floor Space
Conventional 4-color Offset Press and Automated 4-page CTP

Presstek 52DI Digital Offset Press

Equipment Footprint: 133 sq. ft. (12.4 sqm)

Combined Equipment Footprint: 241 sq. ft. (22.4 sqm)

5IF1SFTTUFL%*BMMJOPOFGPPUQSJOUQSPWJEFTBOBMNPTUQFSDFOUTNBMMFSGPPUQSJOUUIBOBDPNQBSBCMFDPMPSPGGTFUQSFTTBOEBVUPNBUFE$51TZTUFN
5IFTFDBMDVMBUJPOTBSFCBTFEPOUIFQIZTJDBMEJNFOTJPOTPGFRVJQNFOUBOEEPOPUJODMVEFSFRVJSFEXPSLJOHTQBDFBSPVOEUIFFRVJQNFOU UIF4QFFENBTUFS
DPOTPMF .BHOVTDPOUSPMMFSXPSLTUBUJPOPSUIF.BHOVT6OJWFSTBM%FCSJT3FNPWBM$BCJOFU
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SECTION THREE: CONCLUSION

(PJOH(SFFO -PPLJOH"IFBE
LJOH"IF
FBE
Explore the environmental and
economic advantages

W

e’ve described and quantified some of
the main environmental and economic
advantages of the Presstek DI press.
We’ve heard from Presstek DI press users that are
finding that the press has significantly less impact on
the environment—while having a measurably positive
impact on their bottom line. But there’s more to the
story. Contact Presstek today to find out more about
Presstek DI and how you can make it part of your
printing operation.
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A Sustainable Future
'PSPWFSZFBST 1SFTTUFLIBTCFFO
an innovator in changing the way
QSJOUJOHJTNBOVGBDUVSFE1SFTTUFLMFE
UIFJOEVTUSZXJUIUIFXPSMETmSTU%*
digital offset presses and thermallyimaged chemistry-free printing plates.
5PEBZ 1SFTTUFLTEJHJUBMPGGTFUTPMVUJPOT
continue to lead the industry to a
NPSFQSPmUBCMF SFTQPOTJWFBOE
sustainable future.
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